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FIBA and BAT
different and well defined roles
Useful reminders
1. The Basketball Arbitral Tribunal is independent from FIBA

Art. 3-291 fiba ir:
“The BAT is primarily designed to resolve disputes between clubs, players and agents. Upon request by a BAT arbitrator, FIBA may assist BAT in
communicating with parties.”

Art. 3-289 fiba ir:
FIBA established an independent tribunal, named the Basketball Arbitral Tribunal (BAT, formerly known as FIBA Arbitral Tribunal) for the simple, quick
and inexpensive resolution of disputes arising within the world of basketball in which FIBA, its Zones, or their respective divisions are not directly
involved and with respect to which the parties to the dispute have agreed in writing to submit the same to the BAT.”

2. The Basketball Arbitral Tribunal is not involved in the honouring process
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FIBA’s role in securing the honouring of BAT Award

Award issued
by BAT
Sanctions available in accordance with the losing party
2

Request of
Enforcement
sent to FIBA

Coach or Agent
monetary fine of up to
CHF 150,000 (can be
applied more than once)

3

Club

Player

monetary fine of up to
CHF 150,000 (can be
applied more than once)

monetary fine of up to
CHF 150,000 (can be
applied more than once)

A ban on registration of new
players

A ban on international
transfers

a ban on participation in
international club
competitions

A ban on participation in
international competitions
with his national team and/or
club

Warning
Withdrawal of FIBA
license

4

Sanctions
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What is FIBA’s usual standard process?
Process for securing the honouring of BAT a Award in which the losing party is a club:

Warning

BaN
on registration of new
players

honoring

No honoring

Monitoring for
eventual extension
ON NEW ENTITY

Fine
FIBA liaise directly
with the NF to find a
solution, possibility
to extend fine upon
NF
Additional Fine

No honoring

Ban on international
competitions

Club
bankruptcy
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How winning party should act when a club fails to
comply with a bat decision despite fiba’s sanctions?

Patience:
In most cases, once FIBA imposed a ban on a club, the club starts complying in the following
months.

following-up:
After several months, when it is obvious that a certain sanction (ban or fine) have no sufficient
impact, IT IS IMPORTANT TO CONTACT fiba.
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evolution of FIBA’s standard Process for securing the honoring of BAT
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In the past few years, FIBA experienced the following challenges while securing the honoring of Bat awards:
▪ Losing party’s lack of cash flow

• Inflexibility of the winning party concerning payment (i.e. no Payment plan accepted)
• Lack of confidence from the winning party (whether in FIBA or in the losing party)
• Losing party involved in various BAT cases

The above elements combined with FIBA’s usual process to secure the honoring of BAT decisions led to unsatisfactory outcome
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7.The above
SUBTITLE
GOES HERE combined with FIBA’s usual process to secure the honoring of BAT decisions led to
elements
unsatisfactory outcome:
BAT Award
issued and not
honoured
Bankruptcy

Impossibility to
face its financial
responsibilities

Winning
party
unpaid!

Ban on
registration
of new
players
imposed by
FIBA

No recruitment
possible

Lack of Sportive
competitiveness

Fine imposed
by FIBA
Sponsors
not
attracted
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Solution
New approach by fiba:
establishment of a payment plan subject to strict conditions
(assessment on a case-by-case basis)
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Ban already imposed on the club

Assessment of the case by FIBA (triggered by the position/request of any concerned party)
Internal decision whether a payment plan should apply to the case (no agreement between parties possible?)

FIBA liaise with the parties
Depending the case, FIBA might request both parties or only one party to submit a realistic payment plan proposal

FIBA imposes a realistic payment plan governed by strict conditions
Following the payment of the first
Usually the first instalment constitutes
instalment the club benefits from a
minimum 30% of the total amount due
provisional lift of the ban
IF breach of the payment plan, ban
immediately reinstated and automatic fine
imposed by fiba (amount fixed in advance)
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Miscellaneous

❑ FIBA has currently a delay between 1 and 2 month to process winning party’s first request

❑ FIBA does not favor any team and all the cases are processed based on its particularities
❑ No comparisons can be made between cases

Thank you
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